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Call for Papers

Conference Themes:
1. General Issues of Translation and Interpretation
2. Specialised Translation
3. Audiovisual Translation
4. Teaching Translation and Interpreting
5. Criteria for Translation Quality Assessment
6. Teaching Foreign Languages
7. Foreign Language Testing and Assessment

Conference Plenary Speakers:
Prof. Anita Naciscione (Latvian Academy of Culture, Latvia)
*Metaphor in Terminology: Translation Theory and Issues*

Alexey Kozulyaev (Rufilms School of Audiovisual Translation)
*Teaching Audiovisual Translation Courses in 11 Russian and Foreign universities - the Foundation for Success*

Dr. Maria González Davies (University Ramon Llull, Spain)
*Translation at the Crossroads: the Plurilingual Turn in Language Learning*
Master Class:
Seven Steps across an Abyss - from Translating Texts to Translating Audiovisual Discourses

By Alexey Kozulyaev, director of the Rufilms School of Audiovisual Translation, the Russian AV teaching guru working with more than 10 universities in Russia and abroad, a member of the Centre for Research in Translation and Transcultural Studies of University of Roehampton (Great Britain)

Important Information

ABSTRACTS
Abstract submission deadline: February 27, 2017
Abstract length: 150-250 words
Length of talks: 20 minutes

PUBLICATION
Submission of papers: June 5-9, 2017

CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION FEE
Covers the costs of Conference materials, publication, coffee breaks
Standard fee to be paid till March 15: 70 EUR
Early-bird fee to be paid till February 28: 50 EUR
Fee for students: 20 EUR
BIA students and alumni: Free

MASTER CLASS PARTICIPATION FEE
Covers the costs of Master class materials
Master class by A.Kozulyaev (to be paid till March 15): 30 EUR

NB The topics of other master-classes will be announced later

BANKING DETAILS
SIA “Baltijas Starptautiskā Akadēmija”
Registration No. LV 40003101808
A/S “Swedbank”
IBAN: LV68HABA0551003662871
SWIFT: HABALV22

CONFERENCE LANGUAGES
Conference languages: Latvian, English, Russian

ENQUIRIES
Jūlija Rastorgujeva, ecl.latvia@bsa.edu.lv